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Abstract 
A unifier of two terms sand t is a s ubstitut ion a such that sa = ta 
and for first-order terms there exists a most geneml unifier a in the sense 
that any other unifier 0 can be composed from a with some substitution 
>. , i.e. c5 = u 0 >.. 
This notion can be generalised to E -unification , where E is a n equa-
tional theory, = e is equality under E and a is an E-unifier if sa = e tao 
Depending on the equational theory E , the set of most general unifiers 
is a lways a singleton (as above) , or it may have more than one, eit her 
fini tely or infinite ly many unifiers and for some theories it may not even 
exist, in which case we call the theory of type nullary. 
String unification (or Lob's problem , Markov 's problem , unification of 
word equations or Makanin 's problem as it is often called in the literature) 
is t he E-unification problem , where E = U(x , f(y , z)) = f(J (x , y) , z) , i.e. 
unification under associativity or string unification once we drop the Is 
and the brackets. It is well known that this problem is infinita ry and 
decidable. 
Essential unifiers , as introduced by Hoche and Szabo, generalise the 
notion of a most general unifier and have a dramatically pleasant effect 
on the set of most general unifiers: the set of essential unifiers is often 
much smaller than the set of most general unifiers. Essential unification 
may even reduce an infinitary theory to a n essentially finitary theory. 
The most dramatic reduction known so far is obtained for idempotent 
semigroups or bands as they are called in computer science: bands are 
of type nullary, i.e. there exist two unifiable terms sand t , but the set 
of most general unifiers is not enumerable. This is in stark contrast to 
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essential unification: the set of essential unifiers for bands always ex ists 
and is finite. 
We show in this paper that the early hope for a similar reduction of 
unification under associativity is not justified: string unification is es-
sentially infinitary. But we give an enumeration algori thm for essential 
unifiers. And beyond, this algorithm terminates when the considered 
problem is finitary. 
Keywords: E-unification, equational theory, essential unifiers, string unifica-
tion, unification of words, universal algebra, varieties. 
1 Introduction 
Unification is a well established concept in artificial intelligence, automated the-
orem proving, computational linguist ics, universal algebra, in theoretical and 
applied computer science, and e.g. semantics of programming languages. Sur-
veys of unification theory can be found in [18,6, 7] . A survey of t he related topic 
of rewrit ing systems is presented in [9] and more recently in [12]. A standard 
textbook is Franz Baader, Tobias Nipkow, Term Rewriting and All That [6]. 
Unification is a general concept to solve equational problems, which is es-
pecially embedded in a plurality of deduction and inference mechanisms. For 
practical applications it is often crucial to have a finite or at least minimal repre-
sentation of all the solutions, i.e. a minimal complete set of unifiers from which 
all other solut ions (unifiers) can be derived. 
For equational problems in t he free algebra of terms (also known as syn-
tactic unification), there exists always a unique unifier for solvable unification 
problems from which all other unifieres can be derived by instantiation. T his 
unique unifier is called the most general unifier, [14]. For equational algebras 
however the situation is completely different: a minimal complete set of unifiers 
is not always fini te and it may not even exist, which was conjectured by Gordon 
Plotkin in his seminal paper in 1972, [13] . Since t hen unification problems and 
equational theories have been classified with respect to the cardinali ty of their 
minimal complete set of unifiers. These results led to the development of general 
approaches and algorithms, which can be applied to a whole class of theories. 
T his is t he topic of universal unification, see e.g. [18] . 
More specifically, a unification problem s =1 t for two given terms sand t 
under an equational theory E is t he problem to find a minimal and complete 
set of unifiers pULE for sand t such t hat for every unifier" E pULE we have 
sa =E ta . We say a unification problem is unitary if pUEE is always a singleton, 
it is fini tary if pULE is fini te for every sand t and it is infinitary if t here are 
terms sand t such t hat pULE is infinite. Unfort unately there are t heories such 
that two terms are unifiable, but the set pUE E is not recursively enumerable. 
In t his case we call the problem nullary or of type zero. 
It t urned out that t his well established view of unification t heory changes 
drast ically if we redefine the notion of a most general unifier. Recall t hat a 
unifier a is most general if for any other unifier T there exists a substitut ion .A 
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such that 
/ = (7 0 ).. 
We generalise this notion and define an essential unifier (j if for any other unifier 
T there exist substitutions Al and A2 such that 
where ,.\ 1 has to have certain properties to be defined below. 
We say a unification problem is e-unitary (is e-fini tary) if the set of essent ial 
unifiers is always a singleton (is always finite) . A unification problem is e-
infini tary (e-nullary) if there are two terms such t hat the set of essential unifiers 
is infini te (is not recursive enumerable). 
These notions were first introduced by Hoche and Szabo in [5[ and it was 
shown in their paper that the unification problem for idempotent semigroups 
(bands) is e-finitary. Bands are well known since it was one of the early examples 
to demonstrate Plotkin's conjecture, that there exist nullary equational theories , 
which was shown one and a half decades later by Manfred Schmidt-Schauss, [15]. 
Now the unificat ion problem for bands is nullary in the traditional sense but it is 
e-finitary in our sense: this is so far the most drastic reduction of the cardinality 
of the set of most general unifiers to a set of essential unifiers. 
The question is: can similar results be obtained for other theories as well 
and a natural candidate for this kind of invest igation is string unification. Why 
is that? 
In the 1950s A. A. Markov was interested in the solvability of word equa-
tions in free semigroups: he noted that every word equation over a two constant 
alphabet can be translated into a set of diophantine equations. Using this t rans-
lat ion he hoped to find a proof for the unsolvability of Hilbert's tenth problem 
by showing that the solvability of word equations is undecidable. T his put t he 
problem firmly on the map and others joined in: see the volumes edited by M. 
Lothaire and others on Combinatorics on Words [2]. The problem was fin ally 
solved in the affirmative in the seminal work by G. S. Makanin. An excellent 
exposition of Makanin's algorithm (with several improvements) is presented by 
Klaus Schulz [3] and by Volker Diekert (Chapter 12 in [2]). 
Apart from its theoretical interest, the problem became more widely known , 
because of its relevance in computer science, artificial intelligence and auto-
mated reasoning. As opposed to the above works on decidability which just 
enumerate all solutions and make the decidability of the existence of a solution 
their primary focus, we are interested in the latter works, inspired by automated 
theorem proving, where the set pUE of the most geneml solutions is the focus 
of attention. 
The most common and simple example to show that string unification is 
infinitary is the following 
(I) xa=ax 
with the set of most general unifiers 
pUE = {{ x >-+ a}, {x >-+ aa}, {x >-+ aaa}, .. . }. 
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It is easy to show that indeed this is a solut ion set and it is not as immediate,but 
st ill not too ha rd to show t hat there does not exist any other more general set of 
unifiers JiUE for this problem. Finally JiUE is minimal, which again is obvious, 
as t here are no variables in the aU and t hus t hey do not yield to instant iation. 
Hence in general 
string unification is infinitary. 
As we have said, t his is a well known fact since t he mid seventies and it 
is probably the most often quoted example in any lecture or monograph on 
unification t heory. 
A similar example 
(2) xa = bx 
is usually chosen to demonstrate t hat t he naive string unification algori thm is 
not a decision procedure: alt hough it is obvious t hat t he above example is not 
unifiable, t he actual algorit hm would run forever. 
However, problem (1) has a fini te set (in fact an even e-uni tary set) of 
essent ial unifiers 
diE = {{ x ~ a }} = {a d 
and any other unifier can be obtained wit h ), 1 = {x 1-+ aU - I x }, n > 0 and 
),2 = E. In other words, for any unifier Un = {x 1-+ an } : 
au ), I U I),2 
= { xl-+an- 1x } o U I O£ 
= {x~an- ' x } o {x~a} O€ 
{x ~ an } 
where ),1 obeys a certain structural property, to be defined in the next section. 
Once this observat ion had been made a few years ago, t here was an intense 
struggle to generalise this observation to any string unification problem and to 
prove t he conjecture 
string unification is e-finitary. 
As we shall show in t his paper, t his conjecture is false in general, albeit it 
holds for certain subclasses of strings. 
2 Basic Notions and Notation 
Notation and basic definitions in unification t heory are well known and have 
found their way into many and diverse research a reas, standard survey a rtic les 
are [18, 6, 7J and t he monographs and textbooks on automated t heorem proving 
usually contain sections on unification. Most recent results are presented at t he 
Unification Workshop.' 
'First workshop in Val d'Ajol in 1987 a nd since t hen annua lly. Since 1997, t here is a 
website UN IF '987, UNIF '98, UN IF'99 up to UN IF'05 in Ja pan a nd UN IF'06 at t he FLOC 
conference in Seattle. 
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For the reader's convenience we present some of the standard notation below, 
followed by the definitions of our novel approach for essential unifiers. 
2.1 Unification theory: common definitions 
An alphabet :F = (Fn)nEN provides a vocabulary, where t he function symbols 
F;, i E N have the arity i. Function symbols with arity 0 are called constants. A 
set X gives us a denumerable set of variable symbols, usually denoted as X, y , z 
etc. and :F and X constitute E, the signature of a term algebra. 
The set of (first-order) terms TF.X over a signature E generated by t he 
variables X , is the smallest set containing the variables x E X , and the terms 
f(tl , ... ,tn), whenever f E Fn is a function symbol ofarity nand t l , ... , tn E 
TF.X are terms. The set of terms is a (free) term algebra. 
T he set of variable-free terms are called ground terms. The set of variables 
occurring in a term t is denoted by Var(t) and t he set of symbols of:F occurring 
in t is denoted by Sym(t) . For a term t the set of sub-terms Sub(t) contains 
t E Sub(t) itself and is closed recursively by containing t" ... , tn E Sub(t) , if 
f (t" ... , tn) E Sub(t) . For a set of terms T = {t l , t2"'" tn} t he subterms are 
defined by Sub(T) = Sub(til u ... U SUb(tn). 
A substitution is t he (unique) homomorphism in the term algebra gener-
ated by a mapping (7 : X ----+ TF,x from a finite set of variables to terms. 
Substitutions are generally denoted by small Greek letters Ct, {J, "(, (J etc. A sub-
stitution (7 is represented explicitly as a function by a set of variable bindings 
(7 = { X I f--+ Sl, ... 1 Xm f--+ sm }. The application of the substitution (7 to a term 
t , denoted t(7 , is defined by induction on the structure of terms 
if t = Xi 
ift=f(tl , ... , tn ) 
The substit ution E = {} with tE = t for all terms t in TF.X is called the 
identity. A substitution (7 = { Xl f--+ S I , ... ,Xm f--+ Sm } has the domain 
Dom(J) := {xiX(! ,"x } = { X I , ...• X m }; 
and t he range is t he set of terms 
Ran(J) := U {X(J } = {SI ,"" S", }; 
xE Dom(u) 
The set of variables occurring in the range is VRan(J) := Var(Ran(J)) and 
Var(J) = Dom(J) U VRan(J); the restriction of a substit ution (J to a set of 
variables Y <;; X , denoted by (JIY , is the substitution which is equal to the 
identity everywhere except over Y n Dom(J ), where it is equal to (J . 
Relations such as =,2:, ... between substitutions sometimes hold only if 
restricted to a certain set of variables V. A relation R which is restricted to V 
is denoted as RV , and defined as (J RV T <=* (JIV R TIV' 
T he composition of two substit ut ions (J and 0 is written (J 0 0 (emphases t he 
composition) or just (JO and is defined by t(JO = (t(J)O. 
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Two substitutions a and B are equal, denoted a = B iff xa = xB for every 
variable x. 
A term t is an instance of a term s denoted s :S t , if t = sa for some 
substitution a, Le. 
s ~ t '* 30" : sO" = t. 
We also say s is more general or less speci fic than t. The relation :S is 
a quasi-ordering on terms called the subsumption ordering, whose associated 
equivalence relation and strict ordering are called subsumption equivalence and 
strict subsumption, respectively. 
The encompassment ordering or containment ordering [41 is defined as the 
subterm ordering composed with the subsumption ordering, Le. a subterm of t 
is an instance of s 
s [;; t = 30" : SO" E Sub(t). 
Encompassment conveys the notion that s "appears" in t with a context "above" 
and a substitution "below ". We say t encompasses s or s is part oft. 
A substitution B is called more general than a , denoted B :S a, if there exists 
a A such that 0" = eA, i.e. 
e ~ 0" = 3A : eA = 0". 
The relation :S is a pre-order, called the instantiation ordering for substitutions. 
An equation or identity s = t in a term algebra TF,x is a pair (s, t) of terms 
and an algebra A satisfies the equation s = t if for every homomorphism 
h : TF,x ----+ A , 
h(s) = h(t) that is, only if (s, t) is in the kernel of every homomorphism from 
Tp,x to A. 
An equational theory is defifled by a set of identities E ~ Tp,x x Tp,x, It 
is the least congruence on the term algebra which is closed under substitution 
and contains E, and will be denoted by = E. If S = E t we say sand tare 
equal modulo E. The sets [SIE = {tit =E s} are called congruence classes or 
equivalence classes (modulo E). 
Let E be an equational theory and E the signature of the underlying term 
algebra. An E-unification problem (over E) is a fini te set of equations 
between E-terms with variables in a (countably infinite) set of variables V. 
An E-unifier of r is a substitution 0", such that 
Sta =E tta, ... ,Sna =E tna. 
The set of all E-unifiers of r is denoted by UEE(r) or if t he signature E is 
known from t he context , we just write u ser) or even U(r). 
A complete set of E-unifiers of r is a set C of substitutions, such that 
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(1) C <;; UEe(r), i.e. each element of C is an E-unifier of r relative to a 
signature E and 
(2) for each 8 E UEe(r) there exists a E C with a :'OE 8. 
The set pUEE(r) is a minimal complete set of E-unifiers for r , if it is a complete 
set, i.e. pLIEs ~ C, and every two distinct elements of pUEE are incomparable, 
i.e. , a ~E (7' implies (j =E a' for all a ,a' E ,111'£E. When a minimal complete 
set of E-unifiers of a unification problem r exists, it is unique up to subsumption 
equivalence. 
The empty or unit substitution € is a unifier in case S =E t are already equal. 
Minimal complete sets of unifiers need not always exist, and if they do, they 
might be singular, finite, or infinite. Since minimal complete sets of E-unifiers 
are isomorphic whenever they exist , theories can be classified with respect to 
their corresponding unification problem. 
This leads naturally to the concept of a unification hierarchy which was first 
introduced in Siekmann's Ph.D. Thesis in 1975 [16], and further refined and 
extended by himself and his students, see [18, 6, 71 for surveys. 
A unification problem r is nullary, if r does not have a minimal complete 
set of E-unifiers. The unification problem r is unitary, if it is not nullary and 
the minimal complete set of E-unifiers is of cardinality less or equal to 1. The 
unification problem r is finitary, if it is not nullary and the minimal complete 
set of E-unifiers is of finite cardinality. The unification problem r is infinitary, 
if it is not nullary and the minimal complete set of E-unifiers is of infinite 
cardinality. 
An equational theory E is unitary, if all unification problems are unitary. 
An equational theory E is finitary, if all unification problems are finit ary. An 
equational theory E is infinitary, if there is at least an infinitary unification 
problem and all unification problems have minimal complete sets of E-unifiers. 
If there exists a unification problem r not having a minimal complete set of 
E-unifiers, then t he equational theory is nullary of type zero. 
2.2 Additional Definitions: Essential Unifiers 
Substitutions form a semigroup with respect to their composition. This fact 
was used to define the instantiation order on unifiers from above, namely 
a ::; T {::::::} 3A: a 0 A = T, 
which led to the notion of a most general unifier. 
As indicated above this concept does not generalise well on equational theo-
ries: the equational theory of associativity A = {x(yz) = (xy) z)), i.e. the free 
semigroup with the unification problem {ax = ~ xa} has the infinite set of most 
general unifiers {{x >-+ an}ln;:O: I} , as discussed in the introduction. 
However, the essentially unifier in this set intuitively seems to be {x >-+ a}, be-
cause every most general unifier contains this unifier in a certain sense, namely: 
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Now having in mind that substitutions form a semigroup, the dual of the 
instantiation ordering, i.e. left-composition instead of right-composition seems 
to change the infinitary problem into a finitary one if we redefine the order ~ 
into 3A : " = AT, where" = {x ~ a}. But this is not compatible with the 
original notion of generality and it would not quite work in general. 
Our solution to this dilemma is based on a lifting of the encompassment 
order on terms to an encompassment order on substitutions. More speci fi cally 
we define a tripartition of a substitution i.e. an ordering concept which involves 
both left composition and right composition: 
" :9 T <=* 3a3,6: T = a" ,6. 
And we say a is part of T and T encompasses a. This ordering concept, 
called part ordering in the following , is t he result of lifting the encompassment 
order on terms and on substitutions, and it can be used to generate all unifiers 
as well. A unifier like a above will be called an essential unifier if there is no 
left and right composition for a and we shall now summarise the formalism to 
define the concept of an essential unifier (see [5[ for more details). We say a 
substitution a is part of a substitution T , if and only if the domain of a is a 
subset of the domain of 7 and there exist a and ,6 that " build up" a into 7 by 
means of composition, i. e. T = Cia{3, and a has actually" contributed " in this 
decomposition of T. The actual" contribution" of a is important, since otherwise 
we would just end up again with the classical notion of a most general unifier. 
Technically this can be captured by the requirements, that the domain of a and 
Ci are subsets of the domain of T and whenever a variable x is in the domains 
of a and 0:, then it is a variable in the range of Ci. 
As usual this part relationship is generalized to equational theories E by 
considering all relationships modulo E, and we say: a is a part-substitution of T 
modulo E. This lifts the encompassment relation on basic terms to substitutions. 
Part ordering on substitutions ~E is technically defined as follows: 
Definition 2.1 (Part ordering of substitutions) For substitutions a and 7 
with V = Var(7) 
(1) a is part of 7 modulo E denoted as " :9 £ 7, if there are two substitutions 
Q and,6 with T =~ a",6, where Dom(a) U Dom(a ) <;; Dom(7) and 
Dom(,,) n Dom(a) <;; VRang(a). In other words a substitution a is part 
of a substitution 7 if there is an instance of a , namely (a,6) which is a 
contributing (right) factor of 7 , i. e. 7 = a(a,6) 2 
(2) a is proper part of7 modulo E: " ,"£ T, if":9£7 where the above two 
substitutions a and,6 with 7 =~ Qa ,6 imply that Q,6 #£ i, where i = 0. 
(3) a and 7 are part equivalent modulo E: a =£ 7 by a :9£ 7 A 7 :9£ a 
(4) a is not part of 7 modulo E: " l!£T by ~(":9£ T). 
2Note the analogy to the encompassment order: "a term s is part of term t if there is an 
instance of s, namely (sa) , which is a subterm of t ." 
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(5) a and T are part extrinsic m odulo E: a ""E T by a SET and T SEa . 
Note t hat the cont ribut ion constraint assures t hat each term in the range 
of a actually cont ributes to T. T his makes sure that we do not have unneces-
sary components like x - f( a) which a re just a bsorbed , as illustrated by t he 
following example 
T = {x - a, y _ b) = {x _ a ){x - f (a) ){y _ b) , 
where {x - f(a) ) is obviously not a part of T and absorbed by {x _ a ). A 
substit ut ion is a proper pa rt if each part decomposit ion implies t hat t he framing 
factors actually cont ribute something. As an illustrat ion of the above defini t ion 
consider the following example: 
T = {x - f (g(z) , h(z)), y - g(z) , z - j(x) , v _ k(y, z )) 
has a part a = {y - g(z), z - j(y )) , since t here is a left factor a = {x _ 
f(y , u )) and a right factor (3 = {u - h(z),y - x , v - k(y,z)) . Obviously a 
is a part of T, since it cont ributes wit h y 1----+ g(z) to Ct and it even contributes 
directly wit h z _ j(y) to T, since z is not in t he domain of Q. Finally (3 
completes t he decomposit ion. 
Proposition 2.2 The part substitution ordering is indeed a pre-order, i.e . re-
fl exive and transitive. 
T he concept of an essent ia l unifier can now easily be defined as: 
D efinition 2.3 A unifier is essential if and only if it is minimal with respect 
to the part ordering, i.e. An essential e-unifie r has no E -unifying p a rt-
substitution. 
T he set of essent ial unifiers is indeed a generating set for all unifiers just as 
t he traditional set of most general unifiers. T his can be shown wit h t he existence 
of a corresponding closure operator. A set of unifiers C(r) is e-complete if for 
each unifier a t here exists a unifier T in C which is part of a. A complete set 
of unifiers C(r) is e-minimal if any two distinct elements are not part of each 
other. Such a set is denoted as eUEE(r) T his set exists and is unique, because 
if t here exist two complete sets of essential unifiers eU~k and eUE~ wit h T in 
eUEk\eUE~ and a in eUE~\eUEk t hen since eUEk is complete, t here exist 
t he substi tut ions Q and (3 for T such t hat a =~ QT(3. Since eUE~ is a set of 
essent ials it follows a = E T I cont radicting the assumption. 
Lemma 2.4 Let E be an equational theory and r a unification problem. Then 
the set of essential unifiers eUEe(r ) is a generating set for the set of all unifiers 
UEe(r ). 
A proof can be found in [5] . 
Lemma 2.5 eUEE(r ) <;; plIEE(r ) 
T he interesting observation is t hat the above subset of essent ial unifiers can be 
extremely small in comparison to its superset, as we shall see in t he following. 
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3 Essential String Unification 
We are interested now in the A-unification problem, i.e. unification in the free 
semigroup, where 
A = {f(x, f(y , z)) = f(J(x, y), z)} 
and the set of terms are built up as usual over constants, variables, hut only 
one function symbol f. In this case, we can just drop the f s and brackets and 
write strings (or words) over the alphabet of constants and variables. A set of 
string equations will be denoted as r = {UI = V I , ... , Un = vn } and Var (r) 
is the set of free variable symbols occurring in U; and v;. Let V = Var(r), 
then a (string-) unifier a : V 1--+ E* is a solution for r if UiG = Via, 1 :S i :S n. 
The set of all unifiers is denoted as U(r). A unifier u is ground if its range 
contains only constants and no variables. Now let us look at a few motivating 
examples, which show that indeed an infinite set of most general unifiers J1.UE 
collapses to a finite set of essential unifiers eUE, supporting the hypothesis that 
the infinitary string unification problem is essentially finitary (which is false in 
general, as we shall see below). 
OUf first example is the well known string unification problem mentioned in 
the introduction: 
has infinitely many most general unifiers, but there is just one e-unifier aD = 
{x ~a} because of 
(Tn = {X I--t an-IX} 0 ao. 
The next example has two variables3 
? 
xy =. yx 
and has infinitely many most general unifiers 
a i,j = {x 1--+ zi,y 1--+ zj } ,i,j > 0, where i and j are relative prime, 
but it has only one e- unifier ao = {x 1--+ Z, Y 1--+ z} because of 
Our next example is taken from J. Karhumiiki Combinatorics of Words. The 
system 
{ xaba =' baby } abax =' ybab 
3see http://www.math.uwaterloo.ca/-snburris/htdocs/scav/e_UDif/e_unif.html , ex-
ample 15 
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has infinitely many most general unifiers 
(In = {x >-> b(ab)n,y >-> (ab)na},n 2: 0 
But it has only one e-unifier , namely ao because of 
(In = {x >-> x(ab)" ,y >-> (ab)"y) O (JO· 
Exploi t ing the analogy between the first and the second example above, we 
can easily construct the following example (and many more in this spirit): But 
the unification problem 
, 
xxyyxx =. yyxyxyy 
has only one most general unifiers 
and this is the only e- unifier. 
The fifth example is taken from J. Karhumiiki as well: 
axxby =? xaybx 
has infinitely many most general unifiers 
ai,j = {x t-+ ai , y t-+ (aib)iai} , i 2 t ,j 2: a 
but it has only one e-unifier al ,O = {x t-+ a, y t-+ a} which is essential because 
of 
T he final example is a bit more elaborate but still in the same spirit. 
zaxzbzy =? yyzbzaz 
has infinitely many most general unifiers 
but it has only one e-unifier, namely (J, = {x >-> bba,y >-> bab,z >-> b} because 
of 
3.1 String Unification with at most one variable is e-unitary 
So let us assume our unification problem 
over the signature E consists of at most one variable, but arbitrary many con-
stants. Without loss of generality, each arbritrary set of string equations is 
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equivalent to a single string equation preserving the solutions. For example 
Diekert used the following construction 
{ula ... unau1b ... unb =? v la ... vnav1b ... vnb } 
where a and b are distinct constants. The two equational problems have the 
same solutions. 
Let r = {UOXUl ... XUn = VOXVl",XVm},Ui,Vi are ground strings, x in E = 
Xu F and V = Var(f) = {x ). The following facts are well known. 
1. The equation in r can be reduced to the form UOXUl",XUn = XV l"'XVm, 
where Uo is not the empty string and either Un is nonempty and Vm is 
empty or vice versa. This form implies also that any unifier is a prefix of 
the string u~. 
2. if m =1= n there is at most one unifier. 
3. If m = n = 1, i.e. f = {uox = xvd, and the unifiers are of the form: 
x f--Io (pq)ip, i 2: 0, where pq is primitive. Note: A word is primitive if it is 
not the power of some other word, i.e. it cannot be represented as uvltw, 
for some words u, v, w and n > 1. 
4. Considering m = n > 1 the unifiers are of the form: x ...... (pq)i+lp, i 2: 0, 
where pq is primitive. 
5. For a given r there exist at most one infinite solution of the form: G'i = 
{x ...... (pq)i+lp), i 2: 0. 
6. Unifiers of string equations with at most one variable are ground substi-
tutions. We were not able to find a publication with a proof. We show 
this result below. 
These results are now used to show that string unification with only one 
variable is e-unitary. The first step is to prove that all unifiers are ground 
substitutions. The second step is to prove that all unifiers share an essential 
unifier. 
Proposition 3.1 Let r = {UOXU I ... XUn = XVl"'XVn} be a string equation with 
at most one variable x and U(f) = {x ...... (pq)i+1p},i 2: 0. Then Var(pq) is 
empty, i. e. all unifiers are ground substitutions. 
Proof. 
1. Suppose P contains a variable z, i.e. p = PI ZP2 where PI is ground. Ap-
plying the unifier x ...... (pq) i+1 p yields 
( )i+1 ( )i+1 () i+ 1 _ ( )i+1 Uo pq PUI ... = pq PV1 ... = Uo P1 Zp2q PU1 ... - P1 Zp2q PVI ... 
Consider the prefixes UOP1'" = PIZ." Since Iuopd 2: Ip1Z1 and Uo is 
nonempty, z must be a symbol in UOPl, which is impossible. 
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2. Suppose q contains a variable z, i.e. q = ql ZQ2 where ql is ground . Apply-
ing a unifier x ...... (pq)i+'p yields 
( i+ ' (i+' ()i+' H ' Uo pq) vu,.·. = pq) pIl, ... = Uo pq ,Zq2 vu , ··· = (pq, Zq2) pv , 
Consider the prefixes uopq , ... = pq, z .... Since luopq, 1 2: Ipq, zl and Uo 
is nonempty, z must be a symbol in q, which is impossible. 
Hence Var(pq) is empty. • 
Theorem 3.2 String unification with one variable is e-unitary. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, let r = {uoxu \",XU'l = xv ) ... xv,J be a 
string unification problem in one variable x and 
u (r) = {{x ...... (pq)i+'p} : i 2: OJ. 
T hen there are the following decompositions, where V ={x} 
1. In case of n = 1 and p is empty t hen 
{x ...... (pq)ip) =v {x ...... (pq)iX) 0 {x ...... p) Of 
if P is nonempty then 
{x ...... qi ) =v {x ...... qi- ' X} 0 {x ...... q} 
either {x ...... p} or {x ...... q} are essential unifiers. 
2. In case of n > 1 and p is empty then 
{x ...... (pq)i+'p} =v {x ...... (pq)iX) 0 {x ...... pqp} 
or p is nonempty then 
{x ...... qH '} =v {x ...... qiX) 0 {x ...... q} 
either {x ...... pqp ) or {x ...... q} are essent ia l unifiers. 
Hence the unification problem is e-unitary. 
3.2 String unification is e-infinitary 
• 
String unification with at most one variable in the signature E is e-finitary as 
we have seen above and surely there are many more special cases of signature 
restrict ions, where the set of e-unifiers is always finite. Special cases of this 
nature have been investigated extensively for the solvability problem of words'. 
Theorem 3.3 String unification with more than one variable is e-infinitary 
4Google scholar finds 70,300 entries in 0.13 sec for "word equation" (not a ll of which is 
relevant) and several 100,000 more entries if you are patient enough to continue the search 
and to filter gold from garbage. 
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Proof. For r = {xby = ayayb} the set of essential unifiers is 
eU(r) = {{x ...... abna , y ...... bn}: n > O} 
Correctness 
Any substitution Un = {x 1----+ abna, y !---+ btl} is a unifier since (xby)ull 
abnabbn = abnabn+ 1 = (ayayb)an. 
Completeness 
We show that any unifier is of the form {x 1-+ abna, y 1----+ b1l }. Now considering 
some unifier {x ...... u , y ...... v }. Since r = {xby = ayayb}, u = au' and v = v' bk, 
k> 1. Applying t he unifier in xby = ayayb yields au'bv'bk = av'bkav'bkb. Since 
v' can not contain any a v' = bi . Hence the unifier is now 0' = {x 1---1' au', y .......... fii} , 
where j = i + k. Thus ra = {au'bb' = ab'ab'b} ,xbb' = abiabib, and x = ab'a. 
Essential 
We show that t he set {{x ...... abna, y ...... bn } : n > O} is e-minimal. So take any 
pair of different unifiers {x 1----+ abma, y .......... bm} and {x 1----+ abHa,y f---+ bTl} and we 
show that they are incomparable with respect to t he part ordering. Suppose 
m < n , then labnal > labmal > Ibm l, t herefore {x ...... abma, y ...... b"' } i' a {x ...... 
ab'l y 1----+ bl1 lB. Now the other way round; the longer unifier could contain 
the shorter, but then there exists a decomposition {x 1--+ abita , y 1---1' bn } = 
o:{x I-Jo abma,y I-t bm}.B where w.l.o.g. Q = {x I--!o U,Y 1---+ v }. Since y!---+ btl it 
follows v E {b, y}' , because the longer unifier maps y to bn. Now let's look at 
x I--t abna contains only two times the letter a, U = U I XU2 with U l ,U2 E {a,b }* 
or u E {a,b }*. In the latter case x occurs not in the range of 0, and x is in the 
domain of { x 1--+ abna,y 1--+ bn}. T hus, in this case { x 1--+ abma,y 1--+ bTTl } is not a 
part of {x 1--+ abna, y 1--+ bn}. In the case of U = UIXU2 = abna with x 1--+ abma, 
it follows that UI and U2 are empty, contradicting abna =F abTTla. • 
3.3 A General A-Theorem 
Let E be a set of equational axioms containing the associat ivity axiom of a 
binary operator " i.e. A = {x. (y. z) = (x. y). z } and E = Au R, where R is 
some set of equations. We call the theory modulo E A-separate, if any equation 
in R can not be applied to a pure string X l * X2 * ... * Xn, where the brackets 
are suppressed. 
For instance consider distributivity (which is an in finitary unificat ion theory, 
see [191 
D = {x. (y + z) = (x. y) + (x. z), (x + y). z = (x. z ) + (y. z )) , 
then the theory of E = Au D is A-separate. To see this, note that no equation 
of D can be applied to a string of X l * X2 * ... * Xn , simply because there are no 
sums involving the plus sign +, but each equat ion in D has t he sum symbol + 
on its left and on its right side. 
Formally, E = A u Ris A-separate, if for all elements u of the A-theory 
u = n v implies u = v. 
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Theore m 3.4 All A-separate E-theories are e-infinitary 
Proof. Reconsider the unification problem of section 3.2 above. It has in the 
associat ive sub-algebra infinitely many e-unifiers. Each of the elements of the 
range of the essential unifiers is not affected by the remaining equat ional axioms 
in R = E\A, since E is A-separate. Hence each A-separate theory is e-infinitary. 
As noted above the theory A u D is A-separate. • 
Corollary 3.5 The theory A U D is e-infinitary. 
4 Idempotent semigroups are e-finitary 
The following t heory of idempotent Semigroups or Bands defined by 
AI = {f(x,J(y, z)) = JU(x, V), z),J(x, x) = x } 
demonstrates another interesting applicability of essential unifiers. This theory 
is not A-separate. This theory is nullary with respect to the instantiat ion order, 
since there are solvable AI-unification problems which do not posses a minimal 
complete set of AI-unifiers with respect to the instantiation ordering [1, 15]. 
However , with respect to t he part ordering ~E this well-known sit uation 
changes completely as this t heory is essentially finitary. Associativity and idem-
potency constitute the algebra of idempotent st rings and it was shown in [51 
t hat: 
Theorem 4.1 The theory AI is not nullary with respect to essential unifiers 
Proposition 4.2 AI is not unitary with respect to essential unifie7·s. 
And finally the most striking result: 
Theorem 4.3 The theory AI is finitary with respect to essential unifiers. 
5 A derivation system for A-Unification 
Let E be the set of symbols (alphabet) and let X be the set of variables. Let u , 
v, w be strings, i.e. elements of t he free monoid (X U E)'. Let r = {u =? v } be 
a A-unification problem. A solution (J is a substitution, such that the equali ty 
ua = va is valid , denoted by a F= u = v. 
Let A be the homomorphism between the strings of the free monoid (XUE)' 
into p E(X) , where P(X) are the polynomials in X , that is defined by 
A. { x forx E Var(r) 
. x 1---+ 1 otherwise and A(uv ) = A(u) + A(v ) . 
Extend the notation for unification problems r = {u =? v} by 
A(r) = {A(u ) =~ A(v )}} 
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mapping a string unification problem to a system of linear equations, where P 
is the set of Peano axiomsj and for substitutions a = {Xl I---t Ul, ... ,Xn I--io Un} 
to 
A(O") = O"A = {Xl ~ A(UI) , '" ,Xn ~ A(un )}. 
Since substitutions are in the following assumed to consists only of free variables, 
the image is a vector of lengths O"A = {Xl ~ Iud, ··· , Xn ~ lunl}· 
For instance let ~ be the alphabet {a ,b } and r = {xby =' ayayb}. Then 
A(r) = {x+1 +y=' 1 +y+l+y+l} = {x=' y+2}. 
For the unifier 0" = {x ~ abba, y ~ bb} , 
A(O") = {x ~ 4,y ~ 2}, 
which is obviously a solution of A(r). 
Lemma 5.1 If 0" is an A -unifier for r, then the linear diophantine equation 
A(r) has an integer solution A(O") : X ~ A(O"(x)). 
Proof. Follows from the homomorphism definition. • 
Let 0" = O"TO" L be a leaf decomposition for a substitution 0" , 0" L(X) E ~ U X. 
Define for a solution 0 : X ~ N of a linear diophantine equation !!. , i.e. 0 F !!. , 
a substitution 00 with oo(x) = Xl ... xn, where n = o(x) and all Xi are free 
variables, i.e. not in Var(a). 
Let W be the reduction system of the following reduction rules 
Truncation 
Generation 
[UtUro =? U/Vn Sj [u/ur =? VIU 7" S] 
[u,. =' Vr , 51 [UI =' VI, 51 
[r,SLo F A(r), 3A: X ~ ~uX: OoA E eU(r) 
[r,Su {oaA}1 
Define A ==>", B if ~ in Ill, and let ==>~ be the transitive closure of ==>",. 
Lemma 5.2 [r , 01 ==*;j, [r',Su {O"} I iff 0" F r. 
Proof. ",*" by definition of the Generation Rule. "¢:" 0" F r implies A(O") F 
A(r). Let A(O") = : 0 . Thus the Generation Rule is applicable with 0" = oaA for 
aA. • 
Define the ordering 0 :S (3 by L XEDom(o) o(x) :S LXEDom(~) (3(x) . 
Lemma 5.3 A :9 0" implies A(A) :S A(O"). 
Proof. A <J 0" implies that there exists 0 and (3 such that 0" = oA(3. Thus 
A(O") = A(o) + A(A) + A((3) . Hence 
L A(O"(x)) = L A(o(x)) + L A(A(X)) + L A((3(x)) . 
xEDom{u) xEDom{o) xEDom('\) xE Dom( {3) 
Hence A(A) :S A(O"). • 
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Lemma 5.4 Let r = {u =? v } be an A-unification problem with a F A(r), 
such that there exists A : X ~ E U X with 80 A F r, then A is unique. 
Proof. Syntactic unification is unitary. Hence there exists a function uni that 
maps a solution a of A(r) to a unifier uni(a) = 80 A. • 
Lemma 5.5 Let r be an A-unification problem and a < (3 be two solutions of 
A(r). If there exist the two unifiers uni(a) and uni((3), then uni((3) 11 uni(a). 
Proof. Suppose the contrary uni((3) ::! uni(a). Note A(uni((3)) 
A(uni(a)) = a. That implies (3 :S a, a cont radiction. 
A controlled algorithm for enumerat ing the essentials could look like 
FOR ALL i 2: 0 DO COMPUTE 
(3 and 
• 
S(i) = {a I a F A(r), LXEDom(o) a(x) = i} (* diophantine equation *) 
U(i) = {uni(a) I a E S(i)} (* real unifiers *) 
E(i) = E U {A E U(i) I ~3" E E:,,::! A} (* essent ial unifiers *) 
EXIT WHEN P(E(i), r) = 0 
WHERE p(E, r) = {,,: X ~ E'I" F r 1\ '1(3 E E: (3 ~A"} 
END FOR 
Lemma 5.6 For a finite set E of substitutions and a finite equational problem 
r modulo A the above predicate P (E, r) is decidable. 
Proof. 
P(E, r) = {,,: X ~ E' I " F r 1\ '1(3 E E~3a, "Y : " = a(3"Y } 
= {,,: X ~ E' I " F r 1\ '1(3 E E : " ,. a(3"Y } 
To simplify t he notation we assume without loss of generality that the sub-
st itutions might even erase variables, i.e., we consider homomorphisms in the 
free monoid instead of homomorphisms in the free semi group. The case consid-
erations of the proof for semi groups is rather cumbersome but straight forward 
by introducing equation variations where the variables that might be erased are 
eliminated from the beginning. 
Proposition 5.7 For a pair of substitutions (3 and" there exists a set r of 
equational systems with 
" = a(3"Y if and only if at least one equational system of r is solvable. 
Proof. Consider the following simplifications: If there is a factorzation" = a(3"Y 
then without loss of generality there exists also a factorization a = 0.'/3,,(' where 
the domain and the set of variables in t he range of a' are made disjoint by 
renamings introducing free variables, i.e. 
(Dom(a') n V Ran(a')) \ Dom((3) = 0 
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and for -y 
Dornb') n v Ranb') = 0 and V Ranb ') n Dom(a') = 0 
Let further without loss of generality 
V Ran( a ') n Domb') = 0 and Domb') <;; V R an(iJ) = 0 
which can be reached by applying -y on a. Thus for a = aiJ-y = a'iJ-y' for each 
x in the domain of a the following equation is valid 
I -y'(a'(x) = a'(x) a(x ) _ -y'( iJ(a'(x))) - -y'(iJ(x)) -y'(x ) 
where R u(x) = Var( a '(x)) n Dom(iJ) . 
x E Dom(a') , Ru(x ) = 0 
x E Dorn(a') , R u(x) ,0 0 
x'" Dom(a') , x E Dom(iJ) 
x'" Dorn(a' ), x '" Dom (iJ) 
Define a fami ly of equation systems under the hypothesis of a family of 
Ru(x) <;; Dorn(iJ), where x varies in Dom(a) , and a domain Du = Dom(a) <;; 
Dom(a). Thus all variations of hypotheses are defined by a and iJ . Let the 
equation system be 
, 
x~ 
, 
Xu 
, 
Xu 
, 
Xu 
iJ(x~ ) 
uxcox p x/3VX(7X /3 
x~ 
a(xu) 
x~ E Dorn(iJ) (1) 
Xu E Du,x~ E R(xu ) (2) 
Xu '" Du (3) 
Xu E Dom(a) (4) 
;}: a = aiJ-y implies that there is arE r with a solution J F r: Consider r 
with Du = Dorn (a) and for X E Dom(a) let R u(x) = Var(a(x))n Dorn(iJ). The 
equation sub-system (1) and (4) are obviously solved by iJ and a. Equational 
sub-system (2) is solvable, since for every x E Dorn(a) that is mapped by a 
onto a string o(x) that contains a variable out of the domain of (3, there are 
bindings for a prefix and a suffix, that solve each equation in (2). (3) is also 
solvable, since there exist a -y such that for each x E Dom( a) n Dom(iJ) t hat 
does not occur in Dom(a) it is shown by a(x) = -y(iJ(x)) that the equation is 
solvable. 
¢=: If there is a J F r E r , then there are a and -y with a = aiJ-y: Suppose 
r with Du and Ru(x), x E Dom(a ). Define a(x) = J(UX.XB )X~J(VX. XB ) for 
all x E Du. Define -y(x) = J(x) for all x '" Du. This corresponds to the 
normalization considerations in the beginning of the proof of the proposition 
and shows a = aiJ-y. • 
Proposition 5.8 For a finite set E of substitutions iJ there exists an equational 
system r( E) with the properly 
a F r(E) if and only if there exists iJ E E with a = aiJ'/ 
Proof. This follows from the fact that the equational theory of semi groups is 
boolean closed, i.e. a boolean combination of equation systems can be expressed 
by a single equation system. • 
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From t he proposition follows t hat 
p (E,r) = {a: X ~ E' 1 a F r II V;1 E E: ~a = alh } 
{a:X ~ E' I a F rll 1\ ~a F r(;1)} 
#E E 
For each equational problem r there exists a complementary equational problem 
r with ~(a F r) if and only if a Fr. Hence it follows 
P(E, r) {a : X ~ E' 1 a F r II V a F r(;1)} 
#EE 
= U {a: X ~ E' I a F (rur(;1))} 
#EE 
Thus t he predicate P(E, r) = 0 is reformulated as a finite set of string unifica-
tion problem which is known as being decidable. • 
As a corollary from the above considerations we state 
Theorem 5.9 The algorithm enumemtes all essential unifiers fo r an A-unification 
problem r and terminates if the set of essential unifiers is completed. 
6 Conclusion 
The results reported above come as a disappointment to some extent: while 
the set of e-unifiers is considerably 'smaller' - albeit still infinite in general 
- than the set of most general unifiers for a string unification problem, the 
anticipated collapse of t he infinitary t heory to an e-finitary theory did not hold 
up to scrutiny. 
This may not surprise those familiar with this problem, in spite of the sim-
plicity and immediate intuitiveness of the problem formulation (using strings) 
the solvability as well as the unificat ion problem turned out to be of exceptional 
difficulty and complexity. 
For practical purposes, e.g. as a unificat ion component within an automated 
theorem proving system, based on resolution or rewriting,there are two problem 
left over 
I. To find a unification algorithm which generates - as efficiently as possible 
- t he set of e-unifiers 
2. To show how the reasoning machinery can be built upon e-unifiers instead 
of most general unifiers. 
We have a solution to both problems, however far from anything pract ically 
useful: the unification algorithm is to resolution based theorem proving what 
the addit ion-and-multiplication unit is to a general purpose computer - and 
hence deserves the utmost effort in engineering, measured not in MiPs but in 
LiPs (logical inferences per sec, i.e. in fact the number of unifications p.sec) 
which was the hallmark of the fifth generation computer race in t he 1980s. 
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